Spolia revisited and extended: The potential for contemporary architecture

In the fields of archaeology, art history and history, spolia have traditionally been studied as phenomena of the past. Today, the reuse of salvaged construction components and materials is primarily justified by its economic and ecological benefits, while its architectural and experiential qualities are much less discussed, if at all. Therefore, this article has two focuses, one more conceptual, and the other, more practical. Firstly, the article suggests extending the concept of spolia to contemporary architecture and discusses the usefulness of the concept in evaluating experiential values in contemporary constructions that make use of reclaimed parts. Secondly, it evaluates the potential of spoliation as a modern design tool in search of a more complex and historicity-based architectural expression. This potential is examined by defining the requirements for the extended concept, and through analyzing examples of contemporary design. Although the main focus of this article is on contemporary architecture based on old building components, the topic also has obvious implications for heritage management.
Ad astra - maataideetos

Ad astra is a public piece of art, and of a form of land art. It is 200 m2 large and made of stone and lights. It is located in Mäyrämäki Vuorens, in the accommodation unit of Hupakankorvenkatu 6. The art piece is accepted as part of art program in Vuorens, city of Tampere.
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Socio-Ecological Intervention to Promote Active Commuting to Work: Protocol and Baseline Findings of a Cluster Randomized Controlled Trial in Finland

Active commuting to work (ACW) is beneficial to traffic, environment and population health. More evidence is needed on effective ways to promote ACW. This paper describes the protocol and baseline findings of a cluster-randomized controlled study, which aims to promote ACW with multilevel strategies in two large workplace areas in Tampere, Finland. In Phase 1, the impacts of environmental strategies (trail improvements) were evaluated in 11 workplaces within Area 1. In Phase 2, five more workplaces were recruited from Area 2 to evaluate the impacts of social and behavioral strategies customized for each workplace. For this purpose, the workplaces in both areas were randomly assigned into experimental group (EXP, n = 6 + 2), which promoted ACW with social and behavioral strategies or into comparison group (COM, n = 5 + 3), which participated in the data collection only. The primary indicator in both phases is the change in employees’ ACW. Secondary indicators are e.g., changes in employees’ self-rated health, wellbeing at work, restrictions to and motivation for ACW, adverse effects due to ACW and the use and quality of the main walking and cycling trails. Also process, efficiency and environmental evaluation is included. The study is the first one in Finland to combine interdisciplinary collaboration between practitioners and researchers working in the fields of transportation, urban design, physical activity and sustainable development to promote ACW. The findings benefit all stakeholders interested in promoting ACW in urban context.
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Socio-Ecological Intervention to Promote Active Commuting to Work: Protocol and Baseline Findings of a Cluster Randomized Controlled Trial in Finland

Active commuting to work (ACW) is beneficial to traffic, environment and population health. More evidence is needed on effective ways to promote ACW. This paper describes the protocol and baseline findings of a cluster-randomized controlled study, which aims to promote ACW with multilevel strategies in two large workplace areas in Tampere, Finland. In Phase 1, the impacts of environmental strategies (trail improvements) were evaluated in 11 workplaces within Area 1. In Phase 2, five more workplaces were recruited from Area 2 to evaluate the impacts of social and behavioral strategies customized for each workplace. For this purpose, the workplaces in both areas were randomly assigned into experimental group (EXP, n = 6 + 2), which promoted ACW with social and behavioral strategies or into comparison group (COM, n = 5 + 3), which participated in the data collection only. The primary indicator in both phases is the change in employees’ ACW. Secondary indicators are e.g., changes in employees’ self-rated health, wellbeing at work, restrictions to and motivation for ACW, adverse effects due to ACW and the use and quality of the main walking and cycling trails. Also process, efficiency and environmental evaluation is included. The study is the first one in Finland to combine interdisciplinary collaboration between practitioners and researchers working in the fields of transportation, urban design, physical activity and sustainable development to promote ACW. The findings benefit all stakeholders interested in promoting ACW in urban context.
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The built environment and urban functions, including transportation, use notable amounts of material and energy resources. On the other hand, cities are an important source of technical and social skills, social well-being and economic innovation. The WHOLE project approaches the urban structure as a set of interactive spatial and functional networks, linkages of which direct resource generation and flows. The resource-efficiency of the urban structure is defined not only as saving and recycling resources, but also as their constant renewal. The main result of the project is the comprehensive re-source-efficiency model for urban structures, the WHOLE model. It conceptualises different decision types to improve resource-efficiency, presents an extensive plan of action for resource-efficiency that can be applied at different stages of design, management and projects, and suggests qualitative and quantitative indicators and calculation methods related to the plan. The project has also produced a model that combines material, immaterial and spatial resources, a qualitative evaluation model for transportation projects, and a GIS-based, modular calculation model for spatial resource efficiency. Integration between networks is suggested as a way of enhancing resource-efficiency. Instead of mere densification, the results of the project emphasise versatile network links, accessibility in broad sense and flexibility of structures in changing contexts.
Energiatehokas kyläkoulu puusta: Lähes nollaenergiakoulu Laukaalle

This master's thesis is a design proposal for an energy efficient wooden school, which considers the new approach of teaching and learning methods of the new curriculum of Finnish National Board of Education. This is a case study-like thesis and a proposal for the ongoing ecological school-project of the municipality of Laukaa, even though the emphasis is on the energy efficiency. The written part of the thesis is a comprehensive design narrative about the development, solutions, the argumentation behind it, and deliberating of these matters. This master's thesis is a concrete example of a transformable and cozy school which energy efficiency is certified by calculations.

This master's thesis is part of the research project COMBI, which is led by Tampere University of Technology (TUT) and explores the concept of nearly zero-energy in the context of municipal service buildings. The thesis is included in the work package titled The Impact of Architecture on Energy Efficiency, carried out by TUT's School of Architecture. The work package's aim is to study current and future energy efficient building solutions as well as develop a tool for guiding the design and illustrating the connections between various aspects of energy efficient architectural design.

Pistepilvitiedon hyödyntäminen korjausrakennushankkeen arkkitehtisuunnittelussa

The field of repairs and renovations is constantly growing when viewed from the monetary value point of view. According to estimations made by experts, the field is facing a need for a substantial growth in resources or efficiency. One of the potential methods for increasing the efficiency in repair and renovation projects is the growing use of point cloud data technology.

Point cloud data is a dense group of three-dimensional measurements, which can be used to establish a three-dimensional model of an existing building. The most significant advantage in using point cloud data, is the three-dimensional nature and the accuracy of the measurements. Current methods for 3D-modeling an existing building rely on unreliable old blueprints and arduous measuring. The use of point cloud data simplifies the process of 3D-modeling an
This research is divided into a theoretical part and interviews. In the theoretical part of the research I go through the different forms of information used in modeling existing structures and their qualities. At the same time, I zoom into the terminology of point cloud data. The current terminology is used in conflicting manners and therefore I have redefined several terms. I also examine the effects of Common BIM Requirements 2012 to the information and methods used to model existing buildings.

The interviews were carried out to gather user experience to the subjects covered in the theoretical part of the research. Notable themes in the interviews were the situation of the field of repairs and renovations, the qualities of point cloud data in projects, requirements in the Common BIM Requirements 2012 and the interpretation of the above requirements in modeling existing buildings.

This research serves the field of repair and renovations in standardizing the methods used with point cloud data. With this research, architectural designers can pay attention to special features that point cloud data introduces to repair and renovation projects. With the help of this research, architectural designers can critically evaluate the information used in the project and can recommend additional information to be created.
Loneliness is a current phenomenon in the Finnish society that has been discussed more recently in the public discourse. Loneliness can have an impact on any individual and has an extensive influence on the well-being of a person. This thesis is focused on the loneliness experienced by Finnish elderly living at home or in assisted care. It has been discovered in this thesis that experience of the loneliness and housing solutions are strongly linked. Housing solutions can either enhance or reduce the experience of loneliness.

Home and the relationship the resident has with his/her home is important to the wellbeing of the elderly. Home is often associated with different kinds of meanings and the relationship between home and ageing resident is discussed in this thesis. The idea of ageing in place has been accepted as the best solution to solve the future housing of the elderly by both society and elderly themselves. Ageing in place ensures the self-determination and independency of the elderly but does not solve the loneliness experienced by the elderly. Thus ageing in community is proposed as solution to the loneliness in this thesis. The proposed co-housing concept offers the possibility to age at home in a familiar environment but with the help of community and neighborhood.

The thesis is divided into three parts. Loneliness and co-housing are discussed in regards of different theories in the research section of the work. The themes discussed in the research section are loneliness, the experience of loneliness in relation to the environment and co-housing. Model for housing which is based on the themes found in the research section is constructed in the concept section of the thesis. Last section of the thesis consists of the application of the housing concept on one chosen planning area. The housing plan is based on the Architectural student competition Rääkkylän Mummola which was held in spring 2016. The purpose of the competition was to find housing solutions for 55+ residents. The proposed plan in this thesis is developed based on the themes found in research section and comments made in the review of the competition entries.
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Extending the life of virtual heritage: Reuse of TLS point clouds in synthetic stereoscopic spherical images

Recent advances in Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS), in terms of cost and flexibility, have consolidated this technology as an essential tool for the documentation and digitalization of Cultural Heritage. However, once the TLS data is used, it basically remains stored and left to waste. How can highly accurate and dense point clouds (of the built heritage) be processed for its reuse, especially to engage a broader audience? This paper aims to answer this question by a channel that minimizes the need for expert knowledge, while enhancing the interactivity with the as-built digital data: Virtual Heritage Dissemination through the production of VR content. Driven by the ProDigiOUs project’s guidelines on data dissemination (EU funded), this paper advances in a production path to transform the point cloud into virtual stereoscopic spherical images, taking into account the different visual features that produce depth perception, and especially those prompting visual fatigue while experiencing the VR content. Finally, we present the results of the Hiedanranta’s scans transformed into stereoscopic spherical animations.

Universal Accessibility: On the need of an empathy-based architecture

Universal Accessibility: On the need of an empathy-based architecture is a PhD thesis researching the paradigm of accessible architectural design. Starting from the very first understanding of accessibility in architecture, it analyses the evolution of the concept over recent decades up to the present, in order to evaluate its current significance.
The assumption of this dissertation is that all current theories concerning accessibility in architecture are not properly approached and/or they are poorly linked to architectural practice, since the main postulate of this thesis is that the quality of built environments is poor in respect to accessibility. Therefore, this thesis aims to point out the main problems that accessible designs face nowadays and, more importantly, to rationalize why this situation must be reversed while also exploring the tools for doing this.
An urban cellular automata model for simulating dynamic states on a local scale

In complex systems, flexibility and adaptability to changes are crucial to the systems' dynamic stability and evolution. Such resilience requires that the system is able to respond to disturbances by self-organizing, which implies a certain level of entropy within the system. Dynamic states (static, cyclical/periodic, complex, and chaotic) reflect this generative capacity, and correlate with the level of entropy. For planning complex cities, we need to develop methods to guide such autonomous progress in an optimal manner. A classical apparatus, cellular automaton (CA), provides such a tool. Applications of CA help us to study temporal dynamics in self-organizing urban systems. By exploring the dynamic states
of the model's dynamics resulting from different border conditions it is possible to discover favorable set(s) of rules conductive to the self-organizing dynamics and enable the system's recovery at the time of crises. Level of entropy is a relevant measurement for evaluation of these dynamic states. The 2-D urban cellular automaton model studied here is based on the microeconomic principle that similar urban activities are attracted to each other, especially in certain self-organizing areas, and that the local dynamics of these enclaves affect the dynamics of the urban region by channeling flows of information, goods and people. The results of the modeling experiment indicate that the border conditions have a major impact on the model's dynamics generating various dynamic states of the system. Most importantly, it seemed that the model could simulate a favorable, complex dynamic state with medium entropy level which may refer to the continuous self-organization of the system. The model provides a tool for exploring and understanding the effects of boundary conditions in the planning process as various scenarios are tested: resulting dynamics of the system can be explored with such "planning rules" prior to decisions, helping to identify planning guidelines that will support the future evolution of these areas.
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Multistory timber apartment buildings are becoming common in forested Finland - Results of resident surveys point the way to the future of multistory timber apartment buildings.
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Temporary uses producing difference in contemporary urbanism.
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Function and ornament: the modern of Louis Sullivan and Eliel Saarinen
This article explores the search for modern architectural expression in the
texts of Louis Sullivan and Eliel Saarinen. The latter was influenced by the
former’s architecture, but the main focus of the study is the comparison of
their texts on architectural design process, or search for form. The similarities
found in the texts tell of a like-minded design philosophy, which was
based on observation and appreciation of nature. Nature contained ornaments;
therefore architecture could do so as well. The applications of the
ideas prompted by the common source differed in the work of these two architects, but the premise that ornaments could
be a useful part of a modern
architect’s design vocabulary remained the same. The understanding of both
architects’ versions of contemporary form language has suffered from a strict
modernist interpretation. The canonical image of functional architecture has
resulted in the dismissal of many divergent interpretations of modern architectural language, including that of Sullivan and
Saarinen. Although current
use of architectural ornamentation stems from various sources and not necessarily nature, a look at the aesthetic search
of these two architects at the
turn of the previous century may lend some historical perspective to the use
of architectural ornament today.

Muutoksen epistemologia ja resilientit tilalliset strategiat: Maankäytön ja suunnittelun mukautumis- ja muuntautumiskykyä
tarkastelemassa.
The aim of this article is to question the capacity of our state-of-the-art urban planning and urban systems to adapt to
continuous changes and disturbances in the operating environment. We contribute to the current debate of alleged rigidity
of planning by observing adaptability and evolution from a spatial-functional systems angle. We argue that in an attempt to
help cities adapt to uncertain futures, strategic plan-
ing would benefit from the epistemology of resilience and complex
systems for a better performance. Resilience approach entails the notion that disturbances are non-avoidable and critical
for the constant evolution of cities and regions. However, this knowledge lacks operationalisation in planning practice. We
observe the adaptability of urban systems and planning by reflecting their qualitative resilience capacity, addressing implicit deficiencies due to hierarchical orientation and, propose a spatially oriented framework to help indicate resilience potential from urban morphological qualities.
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Linking demand and supply factors in identifying cultural ecosystem services of urban green infrastructures: A review of European studies

Abstract Urban green infrastructure provides a number of cultural ecosystem services that are greatly appreciated by the public. In order to benefit from these services, actual contact with the respective ecosystem is often required. Furthermore, the type of services offered depend on the physical characteristics of the ecosystem. We conducted a review of publications dealing with demand or social factors such as user needs, preferences and values as well as spatially explicit supply or physical factors such as amount of green space, (bio)diversity, recreational infrastructure, etc. and linking demand and supply factors together. The aim was to provide an overview of this highly interdisciplinary research, to describe how these linkages are being made and to identify which factors significantly influence dependent variables such as levels of use, activities or health and well-being benefits. Commonly used methods were the combination of questionnaires with either on-site visual recording of elements or GIS data. Links between social and physical data were usually established either by using statistical tools or by overlaying different thematic maps. Compared to the large number of variables assessed in most studies, the significant effects in the end were relatively few, not consistent across the studies and largely dependent on the context they were seen in. Studies focused on aesthetic and recreational services, while spiritual, educational and inspirational services were not considered when creating links to spatially explicit ecological structures. We conclude that an improvement and harmonization of methodologies, cross-country studies and an expansion of this line of research to a wider range of services and more user groups could help clarify relationships and thereby increase applicability for urban management and planning.
Building 'Post-Growth': Quantifying and Characterizing Resources in the Building Stock

Building stocks will play growing roles in the extraction of secondary construction materials in the future. Moreover, as there is a need to decouple buildings’ service provision from their material consumption, building stocks should, in fact, be considered not only as deposits of raw materials but also as reserves of space. Despite of their significance, these stocks tend neither to be well known nor systematically analysed. The end-of-life phase of buildings is especially poorly covered in research, although the aspects of buildings’ mortality and survival are fundamentally intertwined. The omission is highly problematic, because it precludes understanding the fundamental dynamics of the stock.

The current study is situated in Finland, where the basic composition of the stock is relatively well established in the Building and Dwelling Register, contrary to many other countries. Taking advantage of statistical description, this dissertation explores the geography and characteristics of obsolete parts of the Finnish building stock, that is, demolished and problematically vacant buildings. The dynamics, or the relations, within the stock are also considered on a very basic level, with the help of a simple correlation analysis. In order to exemplify refining the results of this kind of top-down research, the study then switches to a bottom-up approach and zooms into the more specific composition of a selected age-use cohort, the 1960–80s blocks of flats. The types and dimensions of the cohort’s components, or concrete panels, are inventoried, and the results are compared to the current requirements for dimensioning living spaces. Furthermore, the spatial configurations of flats, the service provided by these physical structures, are also investigated using graph theory informed typological methodology. The findings consist of a typology of flats characteristic to the cohort. Lastly, the extents of the reserves in the entire stock of demolished buildings, the stock of problematically vacant residential buildings and the exemplary cohort (its existing, vacant and demolished parts) are quantified and proportioned to each other and new construction, inter alia.

By highlighting the magnitudes of secondary deposits of materials, components and spaces, this dissertation suggests that public policy should start paying more attention to the building stock and the potentials embedded within it. Even though an unambiguous relation between vacancy and demolition was not identified, the key finding from the resource
perspective is that significant amounts of obsolete buildings are geographically concentrated on cities. In order to practice sustainable policies on the building stock, planners and decision-makers should be better aware of these reserves and acknowledge their adaptation and modification capacities.
Vacant residential buildings as potential reserves: a geographical and statistical study

Vacant housing has been associated with a variety of interests from economic implications and consequences for the urban structure to the possibility of providing housing for the homeless. In addition to these social and financial aspects, unused buildings have resources embedded in them. They take land from other activities and contain refined natural resources in the form of building components and materials. Therefore, empty buildings can be regarded as reserves for housing and repositories for urban mining, i.e. material extraction. In doing so, these buildings contribute to the resilience of cities. This geographical and statistical study on residential vacancies is situated in Finland, where empty homes may also keep using energy and producing emissions. The research material consists of a vast dataset of all residential buildings with vacancies in Finland in mid-2014, a total of 275 486 buildings with 1 100 267 occupied and 378 802 unoccupied dwellings (52% of the Finnish housing stock). The paper shows several characteristics that increase the understanding of vacancies and their role in the dynamics of the building stock. Public policy should address the issue of vacancy, not only because of social and economic implications but also because of its environmental impacts and opportunities.
Accessibility improvement models for typical flats: Mass-customizable design for individual circumstances

Elderly housing policies in Finland emphasize aging in place and preparing the existing housing stock for the predicted increase in the aged population. Timely home modifications that enhance mobile accessibility are a focal target for these policies. This article introduces the idea of mass-customizable architectural accessibility improvement models (AIMs) that have been developed for typical Finnish flats. The applicability and generalizability of an AIM designed for an archetypal two-room flat is tested by applying it to nine case buildings in the city of Tampere. The model was found to be beneficial for 42 of the 45 rooms in the research material.
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Imagined salad and steak restaurants: Consumers' colour, music and emotion associations with different dishes

The aim of the present study was to examine people's colour, music and emotion associations with dishes from two imagined restaurants. We conducted an experiment where we asked two study-participant groups to match interior colours, background music and desired emotional states for either a salad restaurant or a steak restaurant. To evoke associations we used two dish photos – a salad and a steak dish. The hypothesis was that the study participants would choose different background music and colours for different imagined restaurants. The results show that the most often selected colour, music and musically evoked and desired emotions in the salad group were Kiwi (lime colour) combined with Jazz, Pop and Soul music, and Peacefulness and Joyful Activation. In the steak group the selections were Bordeaux (dark-red colour) combined with Jazz and Classical music, and Peacefulness, Transcendence, Tenderness and Joyful Activation. The results were discussed in terms of articulation theory that is widely used in critical cultural studies. The differences between the groups showed that the study participants made different kinds of articulations: the answers in the steak group emphasized romantic classical music and luxury, while the salad group emphasized vital (healthy food, dancing) and hedonistic (joy, pleasure) values. The results indicate that: (1) generally people value peaceful eating environments; (2) people choose different visual and auditory stimuli for an eating environment depending on the food menu; and (3) customers, in this case, expect a connection to their previous cultural experiences with salad and steak restaurants.
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Demolished buildings: Empirical evidence on types, ages and construction materials

Studies have found that from the ecological perspective, preservation of existing buildings is usually more sustainable than demolition and new construction. Knowledge about the characteristics of demolished buildings could help to promote renovation of buildings and to advance more sustainable management of building stocks, but so far the acquisition of comprehensive data has posed an immense challenge for research. Due to the lack of empirical evidence, the current understanding is largely based on theorizing. To participate in bridging this gap of knowledge, the current study takes advantage of data extracted from the Finnish Building and Dwelling Register. This data, which encompass all buildings demolished in Finland between 2000 and 2012 (50,818 buildings), are utilized to investigate the ages, decades of origin and construction materials and methods of demolished buildings by building types in 11 different categories from residential to non-residential. The results show that buildings are being demolished after remarkably short service lives. On average, the demolished buildings were only 51 years old — a service life that is considered as appropriate for temporary structures in the current design guidance. Furthermore, prefabricated buildings reached lives around 20 years, which is clearly less than with in situ built buildings. The average lives of buildings made of different materials were as follows: 54 years (timber buildings), 50 years (brick buildings), 40 years (concrete buildings) and 19 years (steel buildings). A comparison to statistics covering the existing stock showed that demolition is typically underrepresented in the youngest cohorts and overrepresented in older cohorts.

Demolition Rates of Buildings with Different Functions and Construction Materials

Obsolescence of buildings is a complex phenomenon. Previous research has found that demolition of buildings is primarily determined by behavioural aspects, amongst which is the use of the building. At the same time, service life design of buildings keeps focusing strongly on physical factors, such as the durability of materials. This study intends to shed light on the relationship of the building’s function and material by investigating demolition rates of Finnish buildings that are made of different materials (timber, concrete, bricks, steel) and that have different functions (10 categories, both residential and non-residential). The study uses demolition data from the Finnish Building and Dwelling Register (50,818 buildings – all buildings demolished between 2000 and 2012) and statistical data on the composition of the entire building stock. According to the results, the building type seems to be more decisive than the material. The highest loss rates take place amongst warehouse buildings.
Monikäyttöinen koulu: Joustavuudella ekologisuutta tilasuunnittelua

This master's thesis maps the multifunctionality of a school building from different perspectives. The goal was to explore how enabling varied uses and flexible spatial solutions could make the school building more vivid and in better use. The goal was to show how this could be a new ecological angle for school design.

Another viewpoint for this master's thesis was the new national core curriculum for basic education, that sees the pupil as a active learner. The new core curriculum requires pedagogical flexibility for spatial solutions to enable different, changing teaching and learning methods. This master's thesis shows multifunctional and flexible spatial solutions for elementary school.

The master's thesis consists of a written part that is visualized by graphs. The research approaches multifunctionality from two perspectives: in building scale from user's and the function's perspective and in spatial level. In bulding scale, the thesis maps the characteristics of a school that can answer the needs of various users. These characteristics are illustrated among the text with the exemplary school design. In spatial level, multifunctionality is approached by presenting the spatial solutions for flexibility and applying them to school design in concept level. In conclusion, a conceptual design for a multifunctional school in Vartiosaari is presented.

This master's thesis is part of the research project COMBI, which is led by Tampere University of Technology (TUT) and explores the concept of nearly zero-energy in the context of municipal service buildings. The thesis is included in the work package titled The Impact of Architecture on Energy Efficiency, carried out by TUT's School of Architecture. The work package's aim is to study current and future energy efficient building solutions as well as develop a tool for guiding the design and illustrating the connections between various aspects of energy efficient architectural design.
Architecture beyond signs and symbols: Zumthor's response to the problems of aesthetics
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Migration to city centres is an increasing phenomena in Finland. One of the largest groups moving to live in cities, in addition to single persons and the elderly, are families with children. Work-related moving to cities is common, but families have also become interested in urban living. However the excess demand in the housing market does not meet the willingness of the families to move to city centres. The housing designs in the city centres also primarily focus on the requirements of adults and the needs of children have been left in the background. What kind of housing do the families with children in urban environment require and what are the details to be taken in the account from the perspective of children?

That is the question this thesis aims to answer. Research were collected to achieve an understanding of child development and requirements to create a basis for housing design from the perspective of children. The focus in on children under school age for whom home is one of the most important growth environments and greatly affects their development. Child-friendly housing designs for different concepts are considered based on the research. These concepts involve different types of families for which various floor plans are introduced in this study. The goal is to find child-friendly housing solutions and to give means on which to build on when developing apartments designed for families with small children.

1965: The Heart of Our Cities

Development vision for Hiedanranta: Densely-built and intensively green Tampere City West
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An Assessment of Errors and Their Reduction in Terrestrial Laser Scanner Measurements in Marmorean Surfaces
The need for accurate documentation for the preservation of cultural heritage has prompted the use of terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) in this discipline. Its study in the heritage context has been focused on opaque surfaces with lambertian reflectance, while translucent and anisotropic materials remain a major challenge. The use of TLS for the mentioned materials is subject to significant distortion in measure due to the optical properties under the laser stimulation. The distortion makes the measurement by range not suitable for digital modelling in a wide range of cases. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate and discuss the deficiencies and their resulting errors in marmorean surfaces documentation using TLS based on time-of-flight and phase-shift. Also proposed in this paper is the reduction of error in depth measurement by adjustment of the incidence laser beam. The analysis is conducted by controlled experiments.
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Quantitative + qualitative information for heritage conservation: An open science research for paving 'collaboratively' the way to historical-BIM

Insofar as our cultural heritage (CH) has become not only an economic resource but a key element in defining our identity, its accurate and flexible documentation has emerged as an essential task. The generation of 3D information with physical and functional characteristics is now possible through the connection of survey data with Historical Building Information Modeling (HBIM). However, few studies have focused on the semantic enrichment process of models based on point clouds, especially on the field of cultural heritage. These singularities make the conversion of point cloud to 'as-built' HBIM an expensive process from the mathematical and computational viewpoint. At present, there is no software that guarantees automatic and efficient data conversion in architectural or urban contexts. The ongoing research 'Documenting and Visualizing Industrial Heritage' is conducted by the School of Architecture, Tampere University of Technology, Finland based on an Open Notebook Reserarch Model. It is focused on advance the knowledge of digital operating environments for the representation and management of historical buildings and sites. On the one hand, the research is advancing in three-dimensional 'as-built' modeling based on remote sensing data, while on the other hand is aiming to incorporate more qualitative information based on concepts of production and management in the lifecycle of the built environment. The purpose of this presentation is to discuss the different approaches to date on the HBIM generation chain: from 3D point cloud data collection to semantically enriched parametric models.
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The Management of Change in Finland's Wooden Historic Urban Landscapes: Old Rauma

The present research elaborates the Architectural and Urban perspective on the multidisciplinary approach of the Historic Urban Landscapes, in the Fennoscandian cultural context.

The main purpose of the present study is to define and to clarify how to limit and control change in the wooden historic urban landscapes found in a specific cultural region: Finland. Managing change in the context of the thesis gathers a wide area of possible attitudes in relation to historic urban areas, including: non-intervention, intervention by conservation, development, protection, demolition or re-building. In order to adequately answer the question, one must clarify what ‘change’, ‘historic urban landscape’ and ‘wooden [town]’ imply, as well as a number of other underlying concepts.

The main focus of the study is Old Rauma – a World Heritage site since 1991, viewed in a larger context: the cultural region of the Fennoscandia. Therefore, special attention is given to UNESCO wooden urban heritage, as it represents the most valuable and, at the same time, vulnerable and delicate form of historic urban landscape discussed and managed in contemporary practice. The role and impact of the recognition of World Heritage Sites is considered mainly through the comparative analysis of similar sites in the Nordic Countries. The narrower cultural context of Old Rauma is analysed through study cases of other historic urban areas of Finland. Defining a way to deal with change in wooden historic urban areas considered from the historic urban landscape perspective in the Nordic cultural context is one of the goals of this research, starting with the particularities and valued traits of these sites. In order to achieve a broader view on the phenomenon of the wooden historic urban landscape, the considered study cases are both World Heritage Sites as well as Finnish historic towns bearing enough similarities to be analysed in the same category.

The validity of the proposed tool: the Aggregated Management Plan for Finnish historic urban areas considering the historic urban landscape approach is supported by case studies and the elaboration of the plan for Old Rauma.
Alvar Aalto and the industrial origins of Finnish 1940s community planning

In Finland the construction of post-war neighbourhoods started in 1950, but its ideological background was in the planning of the 1940s. As has been shown, the principles of Anglo-American neighbourhood unit planning and regional planning influence the structural principles that were adopted for neighbourhood units. This paper presents another narrative for the period by analysing the work of the architect Alvar Aalto, who was a pioneer of Finnish regional planning and was significantly active in community planning. After having established good relations with Finnish industry, he got the chance to develop his own community planning principles. They became close to the principles of neighbourhood unit planning but, at the same time, were personal and extended beyond them. This paper examines in closer detail three of Aalto's plans and the way he combined planning and building design. In this way it is possible to better understand the ideas of the 1940s and the importance of Finnish industry during this time. Aalto's activity during the 1940s also explains his success in later decades.
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Asemanseudut ja osaamisvetoisen kaupunkikehittämisen kolmas aalto

Complex patterns of self-organized neighbourhoods
Complexity theory has increased our understanding of cities as dynamic, self-organizing systems. However, the planning practice of today often collides with the complex urban realm, and is incapable of steering or even recognizing self-organization. Since many self-organization mechanisms may actually be indispensable to the city, we need a better understanding of them to develop appropriate planning tools. In this paper the complex nature of self-organization in the industrial district of Nekala in the Finnish city of Tampere is studied using isovist analyses for statistical observation to confirm the inner diversity of the spontaneously evolving phenomenon. The conclusion section includes some remarks on accommodating self-organization principles in planning.

Defining requirements for appreciation of patina
Defining requirements for appreciation of patina
Extending Professional Fields. Architectural Research and Regional Development

In this article, architectural research work is studied as an effective operations model in regional innovation networks of building clusters. The study focuses on the projects of an academic research team working at the University Centre of Seinäjoki, as well as on the innovation environment of the surrounding South Ostrobothnian region in Western Finland. There is no actual university in the region, but the University Centre hosts some twenty professors and their research teams from six Finnish universities. The head of the subject team is also the author of this article. Because of this, the method applied in the article is a reflective action research approach.

The actions and impacts of the research work will be analysed through three case projects. The first case is the development of the large railway station area that will form a new 20-hectare multifunctional part of the city centre of Seinäjoki. The project has strong linkages to the economic policies of the city. The second case is related to the boom in new timber construction, which has been going on in Central Europe and Scandinavia for some time, but not so strongly in the subject region of this study. The aim of the project was to train small and medium-sized building cluster firms to take advantage of the emerging business potential in timber construction. The third case is closely related to the real speciality of the region. The city of Seinäjoki is home to one of the most complete building groups of architect Alvar Aalto, the famous civic centre that consists of the town hall, library, theatre, office building, church and the parish centre. At the moment there is a very demanding renovation project going on, which was also the main subject of the recent research.
and development project.

The descriptions of the projects are meant to illustrate the operational field of the research team, but the main focus of the article is to analyse the innovation environment that the researchers join as players among others, thus deviating from the more conventional role of architectural professionals.
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**Future in wood? Timber construction in boosting local development.**

Large scale timber construction has been on the upswing for some time in many European countries. Besides the building cluster, also regions and cities have taken advantage of the ongoing timber boom in their economic and spatial development. In this article the focus is on the South Ostrobothnia region and the city of Seinäjoki in Western Finland, where the potential of the business is quite weakly exploited regardless of favourable preconditions. By studying the key actors of the innovation network we are able to better understand the premises of the local development platform that should aim at boosting timber construction.
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Homogenous homes of Finland: ‘Standard’ flats in non-standardized blocks
Several authors have successfully created and employed vintage cohorts and housing typologies in research addressing energy renovation needs in the existing dwelling stock. This paper suggests that the idea of types would be useful in creating living quality-related renovation and adaptation concepts for homes. These concepts could be used for increasing the accessibility and individuality of flats and easing life in cramped conditions by means of design. Therefore, the study tests the approach by examining the plan design of flats in one cohort: the Finnish 1960–80s’ dwelling stock. A total of 320 apartment blocks with 8745 flats in 51 cities are examined. The study identifies 18 different types of flats, which are based on 10 basic layouts, representing over 80% of all flats. Although the housing production of this era was characterized by cost-efficiency and industrialized prefabrication technologies, the result can be deemed somewhat surprising. This is because the building layouts were never standardized in Finland: only the production technology was standardized. The identified flat types are estimated to cover as much as one-third of all existing Finnish flats. These findings provide future opportunities for creating new mass-tailored renovation concepts.
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As the key aspects of theories of complex systems have been established, the premises for academic research on planning and on planning praxis still necessitates the development of novel planning tools and approaches to address inevitable urban self-organizing transformations. We have accepted that cities emerge from bottom up. However, planning methods simulating this emergence are still limited. Progress has been made in recent decades and many systemic,
evolutionary, and computing based planning approaches have been proposed. The work here builds on these premises. In network theoretical, computational, and democracy discourses, proxy or liquid approaches have been proposed to have potential for genuinely democratic forms of decision-making. More importantly they provide a method for information organization from bottom up in a digital platform. This process actually follows the very principles of self-organization of information in information or cognitive sciences: entropy decreases as the "bits" of information are self-organizing into coherent classes. These principles could be applied in bottom up planning approach as well. For this purpose, and to bring this discourse closer to the planning realm, I compared here the conceptualized structures of Liquid Democracy, SIRN cognitive model and prior self-organizing planning proposals to a bottom up planning experiment in Pispala neighborhood, Tampere, Finland. I evaluated its capacity for self-organization of information and hypothesized the case provides a frame for a new self-organizing planning method. Based on this evaluation a structure for a digitalized Liquid Planning procedure is suggested and discussed.
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Multi-story timber frame buildings in Finland -videopresentation
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Potential and Barriers for Reusing Load-Bearing Building Components in Finland

The European Waste Framework Directive, as set forth by the European Union in 2008, introduced a waste hierarchy that prioritizes reuse of waste over recycling whenever technically feasible and financially possible. In the field of construction, life cycle analyses on different materials have shown that reuse of structures possesses a remarkable carbon saving potential. This is the main asset that reuse has over virgin and recycled materials, although many other opportunities have also been recognized. Nevertheless, reuse has not gained ground in Western industrialized societies such as Finland. The barriers hindering reuse have been documented in the literature and they include cost, quality, quantity, perception and trust, among others.
In this study, a panel of experts working within construction and recycling industries, research and administration was surveyed about the reuse potential of prefabricated load-bearing components made of different materials in the Finnish context. In addition, the panellists were requested to identify the main barriers obstructing the reuse of the aforementioned components. The materials include concrete, steel and timber, which cover the majority of contemporary construction in Finland. The respondents evaluated that prefabricated steel has the highest reuse potential and concrete the lowest. The future potential of timber was seen as nearly equal to the potential of steel. In general, columns and beams were estimated to have better reuse potential than floor slabs and roof trusses. The potential of sandwich panels was evaluated to be the lowest.

The survey answers point out a number of issues that need addressing in order to enable reuse of components in large scale and in industrial construction. These results may not only have implications for recycling but for the technologies used in new construction as well. Especially prefabricated concrete was seen to be burdened by not being designed for deconstruction. However, it is the lack of an established practice that seems to be the main barrier for reusing steel and concrete. Technological constraints and physical properties may nonetheless delimit the utilization of some components. As for timber, its nature as a biodegradable material seems to form the main handicap for reuse, restraining the demand. Remarkably, cost of reuse was not seen to be among the most significant barriers, unlike other studies suggest.
Indicators for self-organization potential in urban context

Self-organization is a basic mechanism by which complex urban systems organize themselves. This mechanism emerges from individual agents’ local interactions, often with unpredictable consequences at the regional level. These emergent patterns cannot be controlled by traditional hierarchical methods, but they can be steered and encouraged towards desirable goals. Self-organization is often used as an allegory for all ‘unplanned’ activity in cities. It is important to study the actual mechanisms of self-organization in cities to link the theory of self-organization to planning praxis. This work builds on ongoing work exploring novel complex planning tools and methods. Here I explore the key features of open dynamic systems identified in the literature as indicators of self-organizing capacity. I study their applicability in urban spatial planning, and propose three measurable characteristics for estimating the self-organization potential of urban activities. Flow reflects generic accessibility, and is measured using space syntax. Internal order refers to autonomously organizing entities, in this case the clustering tendencies of activities. Enriching rests upon increasing complexity and is measured as changes in degrees of entropy over time. The results indicate that (1) the study area meets the criteria for self-organization, and (2) these characteristics can be applied to discover nodes of higher potential for self-organization in a city.
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Reusing concrete panels from buildings for building: Potential in Finnish 1970s mass housing

A remarkable share of European mass housing was built with large-panel systems during the 1960s and 1970s. In many countries, this stock is already being demolished or demolition is discussed due to vacancies or social problems. This trend may result in the creation of an unforeseeable amount of concrete waste. Simultaneously, EU has issued the Waste Framework Directive aiming at reuse instead of recycling. Unlike in situ cast concrete, reclaimed prefabricated concrete panels from mass housing carry the potential for reuse. The purpose of this study is to review the reuse potential embedded in Finland's mass housing stock from the perspective of the dimensions of the panels and spaces, i.e., their suitability for architectural (plan) design. The research material consists of architectural drawings of 276 blocks of flats that contain over 26 000 prefabricated wall panels and nearly 14 000 hollow-core slabs, the dimensions of which are compared to current norms and guidelines for dimensioning living spaces. The technical prerequisites for reuse are reviewed with the help of literature. The study results in identifying an inventory of panels typical to Finnish precast concrete construction, which, in principle, should not exist because the building plans were not standardized but were supposed to be unique. The panels are found to be still usable in architectural (plan) design of detached houses, which form one third of annual residential production in Finland.
Obstacles and opportunities for the reuse of structural elements

The revised Waste Framework Directive (WFD) obliges Member States to improve material recycling. The EU’s objective is to achieve a recycling rate of 70% for construction waste by the year 2020. Direct re-use of building elements is one way to support the objective.

In a national ReUSE project jointly funded by the Ministry of the Environment, VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland, Tampere University of Technology, Ekokem and Finnish Wood Research, the obstacles to and opportunities for re-use of structural elements were evaluated. The project addressed the potential and challenges currently facing the re-use of elements from existing buildings and design for re-use in new buildings. Number of case studies in which elements have been used in new buildings has also been mapped in the project.

Returning the structural components back to service in the built environment is a rather complex process affecting all the parties involved in the life cycle. Designers have to consider the new source of materials and carefully plan for deconstruction, increased demand for coordination and flexibility in decision making will be needed during construction, and finally new business areas can be opened up to provide services for the phase between deconstruction and new building. The process also depends strongly on the size and complexity of the element or structure that is being re-used.

Re-use of building elements without re-processing saves almost all of their embodied impacts and preserves their economic and cultural value. This has been always seen as the biggest opportunity to increase environmental efficiency of the built environment. In most of the cases the presented concept competes with other recovery strategies, and therefore its feasibility has to be always evaluated. Moreover, it is possible to extend the service life of such composite elements in existing building stock that cannot be easily recycled because of difficult material separation. Re-use creates many business opportunities in the local communities especially for re-distribution of salvaged material. In many cases is also cheaper to dismantle building part-by-part and sell the components than traditional demolition and waste processing. In that sense we can conclude that re-use concept is contributing to all aspects of sustainability of the built environment.

Unfortunately, there are many practical barriers to the building components re-use that should be addressed. One is the lack of strength grading rules for materials in re-used elements. This means that re-usable load-bearing components are forced to be applied for non-structural purpose unless they are thoroughly tested. Another barrier is the difficult deconstruction of existing buildings. The extended time and high demands on manual labour is usually increasing the cost of the whole process. This can be partly improved by applying standardized deconstruction practices, proper staff training and using selected technologies for deconstruction. However, the greatest impact on the building re-usability is in its design stage. Therefore we recommend addressing this issue in the planning of future steps towards resource efficiency.
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This research maps spatial solutions and spatial thinking that generate flexibility to dwellings. Flexibility is defined here as the ability to adapt to various uses. The research questions are a) what kind of spatial solutions and interrelated principles of flexible space organization can be distinguished, b) what kind of relation or interdependency is there between these spatial principles and dwelling flexibility, and c) which issues should the architect specifically focus on when designing dwellings following these principles.

The research approaches flexible dwelling space and spatial thinking behind it in two different ways. The first approach takes a look at various classifications and conceptualizations of flexible dwellings made by housing researchers in Europe since the early 1960’s. The second approach looks directly at a variety of flexible dwellings. Comparing and analyzing floor plans this approach builds knowledge and understanding on various spatial features that create flexibility.

These two approaches are treated in a comparative way. This means that the conceptualizations are used in grouping exemplary floor plans and floor plan groups are used to analyse contents and meanings of the conceptualizations. Through this double exposure a new theory, a theory of various spatial logics of dwelling flexibility, is formulated. Spatial logic, a term and concept adopted in this research, is defined as a principle or understanding that guides the organization, provision and arrangement of the built space. The concept unites tangible space and human thinking.

In this research seven distinct spatial logics of dwelling flexibility are formulated. These logics are based on transformability or multifunctionality. Alongside the logics these two basic approaches to flexible space are widely discussed.

Every logic opens up a specific view to flexibility. This means that it has certain potential but also various limitations. None of the logics is able to provide all inclusive flexibility. However, a space or a set of spaces that constitute a dwelling does not need to follow only one single logic but several logics can be combined.

The logics guide design and building. They materialize as buildings’ long–lasting properties. The choice of a logic that architect consciously or unconsciously makes is a vitally important strategic decision that essentially affects the sustainability of the built environment.

The theory produced in this research contains new terminology and a set of concepts focusing on the thematics of flexibility in Finnish. It is useful for both design and research on housing as well as for education. The theory challenges some common design practices in housing, especially the dominant 20th-century discourse emphasizing tight–fit functionality.
Asukaslähtöinen puukerrostalokortteli tilaelementeistä: Esimerkkäinen Kokkolan Nukkumatin tontin suunnitelma
This study examines resident-oriented modular timber framed construction in relation to the residential environment, multi-storey apartment buildings and apartments. Resident-orientation is a concept that in housing construction terminology, specifies the concept of user-orientation.

Special features of the production of modular timber framed construction affect design mainly in the scales of apartments and apartment buildings. When an apartment can be modified to suit the user's needs, a building's service life and the degree of utilisation increase. This study examines the possibilities of adaptable modular timber framed housing construction using the principle of adaptable zones and examples of three placement methods of modules as a tool. The analysis is supported by a large variety of modular timber framed apartment studies and their adaptable variations.

The study also attempts to better understand – regardless of the production method – the appreciation of residential environments and seeks to find an interpretation of how the built environment can be developed on the basis of residential preference studies. In addition, the study analyses the potential benefits of modular timber framed construction for realising residential environment preferences.

The study combines practical design and theoretical analysis. The study has incorporated two case designs, of which one modular timber framed housing block in central Kokkola is introduced. The aim of the study is to both determine necessary areas of development regarding modular timber framed building construction from the viewpoint of architectural and housing design; and to function as a resource for ideas and knowledge regarding the design of modular timber framed housing blocks.
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Library as a Partner in Co-Designing Learning Spaces: A Case Study at Tampere University of Technology, Finland
This article presents a case of co-designed temporary learning spaces at a Finnish academic library, together with the results of a user-survey. The experimental development of the multifunctional spaces offered an opportunity for the library to collaborate with its parent organisation thus broadening the role of the library. Hence, library can be seen as a third player facilitating learning spaces. Additionally, the library's own expertise was strengthened through successful cooperation with the undergraduate students and other actors. The results support prior research, where studying in the library is target-oriented differing from other learning spaces in providing support and resources.
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Housing production is usually based on the belief of predictability, but this approach is inconsistent with the fact that the future cannot be predicted. Residential design and construction must therefore adopt more flexible and adaptable principles, where the impossibility of making predictions is taken into account. Adaptable housing can help to meet the forthcoming and increasingly diverse housing needs, providing housing alternatives in a sustainable way. Ten visions presented in this publication introduce a wide range of means, methods and scales to achieve adaptability and flexibility in housing construction. The publication consists of ten design assignments created during an advanced housing design course at Tampere University of Technology in spring 2013. The publication presents not only a wide range of means to achieve flexibility in housing construction, but also their direct connection with the practice. The publication is part of a study concerning user-centric spaces in the Indoor Environment Program of RYM Oy.
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Uudet arkkitehtoniset ratkaisumallit muuttavat kampuksien ilmettä

Uudet pedagogiset oivallukset sekä tekniset innovaatiot ovat radikaalisti muokanneet yliopisto-oppimista, mikä asettaa merkittäviä kehitystapauksia myös oppimistiloille. Uudenlaiset oppimistapausten avulla uudenlaisia tiloja ja paikoja, jotka tukevat oppimista parhaalla mahdollisella tavalla. Artikkelissa pohditaan kuinka kampuksia voidaan elävittää arkkitehtuurin kehityksellisin kannalta. Miten eri mittakaavalliset ratkaisut tukevat oppimista, vuorovaikutusta sekä luovuutta?

Maailma muuttuu – miksei lähiöasunnotkin?
Tampere University of Technology's School of Architecture studies how the Finnish 1970's housing estates could be renovated to meet today's changed housing needs.
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School travel mode choice and the characteristics of the urban built environment: The case of Helsinki, Finland
As observed in several previous studies, the nature of the urban structure can affect children's mode of transportation to school. In this paper, we identify and investigate, in the Finnish context, the elements of the urban structure around homes and en route to school that promote children's ability to walk or cycle to school, using the conceptual domains proposed by Mitra (2013) to frame the work.

The associations discovered can, to a large extent however, be viewed as contrasting significantly with those identified in previous research, as an increase in the variables, essentially indicating urbanity, decreased the likelihood of the children walking or cycling to school. This is due to the existence of a well-functioning public transportation network in the Helsinki region. The associations were more significantly associated with the environment en route to school than with the environment around homes. This research improves our understanding of active school transportation behaviour in an environment that is already relatively supportive of active transportation and independent mobility by offering a well-functioning public transportation system. (C) 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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A comparative study of urban form

This paper compares four different approaches to urban morphology: historic-geographical, process typological, space syntax, and spatial analytical. It explores in particular the use of four fundamental concepts proposed in these approaches: morphological region, typological process, spatial configuration, and cell. The four concepts are applied in a traditional gateway area of the city of Porto, Portugal. The area includes considerable variety of urban form. The main purpose is to understand how to combine and co-ordinate these approaches so as to improve the description, explanation and prescription of urban form.
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Children and youth transport in different urban morphological types

As demonstrated in many earlier studies, the qualities of physical environment have great impacts on physical activity (PA) behavior. However, studying individual built environmental variables often produces contradictory effects between studies. To overcome this, we composed multivariate environmental types using principal component analysis that take notice of the inter-correlations between the physical environmental variables. To get a realistic view of the places children and adolescents visit in their daily life, we used mapping methodology where children themselves defined their important places. Based on 16 built environmental variables, six built environmental types were composed around these places.

We found that walking and cycling was most prominent in residential environments and least common in mixed use areas with offices. Environments with big commercial buildings as well as green environments had the highest proportions of car use. Most places, in general, were visited with friends, but most typically, areas with big commercial buildings and mixed use areas with offices were reached in the company of friends. Relatively many places were visited alone in residential areas.
Cohousing in Finland
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Experience-Driven Design of Ambiences for Future Pop Up Workspaces
Knowledge work is in transformation and new means for supporting workers' wellbeing and productivity are needed. Pop Up workspaces are temporary and often social working environments where people can modify their environment to suit their current work mode. The aim of the present research was to explore the opportunities of future Pop Up workspaces, and specifically their technology-mediated ambiances that can provide meaningful experiences for the workers. We employed the Experience-Driven Design (EDD) approach to gain insights of the desired experiences in Pop Up workspaces. We first conducted three participatory group sessions to ideate experience types for Pop Up workspaces. We then run a multidisciplinary concepting workshop in which we designed concepts for technology-mediated ambiances. Five experience categories for worker mindsets were identified, namely Liberty, Fellowship, Determination, Retreat and Recovery. We present ambience concepts that utilise the mindsets and related target experiences, and how they can be supported by ambient technologies.
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Key concepts in urban studies: 2nd edition
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Meeting of Vernacular and Modern Architecture in Urbino: Giancarlo De Carlo and reading of the context
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Muutoksii: Second-generation Immigrants' Movie Workshop in Helsinki
Novel architectural solutions change campus design

The change in the learning paradigm from transmission of information to an active learning model is evident in higher education, too. From solitary to group work, from virtual to learning by doing, all means and methods are possible. Like a lively city, so do our campus premises need to support a greater variety of spaces, as learning is becoming more and more diverse. How does architecture, in different scales and different solutions, enliven the existing university campus?

From holistic to small surgical operations, architectural solutions are presented on three different scales: campus, building, and group of space. Pervasive solutions, in which the whole layout is drastically changed, possess potential in changing essentially human interaction and how the building is used. However, these solutions are slow and expensive to execute. Then again, targeted learning space solutions, created, for example, in an area of formerly supporting spaces, are less expensive but have an impact only in the vicinity or for a certain group of users. The existing premises of campuses possess a huge potential to be turned into vivid urban centers that support learning and research of the future. Hence, the existing buildings can be seen as platforms for novel architectural solutions, and stages to present universities state-of-the-art education and research.

The outcomes of the research can be applied in different design stages and scales of campus environments. The article aims at evoking readers to ponder on novel and innovative solutions that could be used in campus development, and can be seen as a conversation opener for designers, campus developers and users. The visions presented in this article inspire readers to look upon campuses from a new perspective through innovative examples and spatial solutions.
Puuh-Bubi: Perinteestä uusiin innovaatioihin
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Puurakentamisesta potkua alueiden ja kaupunkien kehittämiseen
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Vuoden 2014 Yhdyskuntasuunnittelun jatkokurssin aiheena oli Tampereelle toteutettava kaupunkiraitiotie, joka tulee helpottamaan huomattavasti kulkemista Tampereella tulevaisuudessa.

Kurssi oli sisällöltään ja osallistujiltaan epätavanomainen. Osallistujia kurssilla oli useammasta erti tiedekunnasta: Tampereen teknillisen yliopiston arkkitehtiopiskelijoita ja liikennesuunnittelun opiskelijoita, Tampereen yliopistolta psykologian sekä sosiologian opiskelijoita.

Kolmiosaisen kurssin painopiste oli urban design-osuudella, muiden ollessa vapaavalintaisia. Suunnittelukohteina poikkitieteellisesti muodostetuilla ryhmillä oli kolme Tampereen raitiotien yleissuunnitelmassa esitettyä seisaketta: Hakametsä, Turtola ja Hallila. Useat osallistujat olivat valinneet myös planning-osuuden, johon koottiin jäsenistö kunkin seisakkeen design-osuuden ryhmistä.
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**Shared use of research laboratories Changing spatial concepts: A Case Study in a Finnish Biomedical Organization**
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Stirring the Construction Project Management with Co-creation and Continuous Improvement

Abstract Gathering information that is capable to explain customers’ needs is usually seen as a quite straightforward part of the traditional construction process: a customer should be able to tell all relevant needs in the first stage so that a building could be designed and built according to the gained information. But the process is lacking of service abilities if a customer wants to modify the given information due to a change in circumstances, albeit such a change is easily caused due turbulent economic situations and long spans in real-estate development projects. Hence the customer perspective regarding the construction management (CM) process should be accommodated better. In this paper, the case studies of the four premises improvement projects are reported upon, where the CM process was altered to include and apply the concepts of continuous improvement and co-creation. The process documentation covered the impacts of the case project on the usability of the premises, the indoor climate conditions (carbon dioxide and temperature) metering, the time lapse cameras and the on-line user feedback system. The documentation consists of the minutes of the meetings, the financial reporting and the time tables. Both the processes and the results of the projects are analysed. Based on the key findings, some suggestions are put forth upon how to improve the CM process to better serve customer interests and quality improvement in the future.
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Strategic planning and epistemology of change: Probing the fitness of urban and planning systems with resilient spatial strategies

The aim of this paper is to question the fitness of our state-of-the-art urban planning and urban systems to adapt to continuous changes and disturbances in operating environment. We argue that in an attempt to help cities adapt to uncertain futures, strategic planning should be better informed by the epistemology of complex adaptive systems and better recognise recursive emergent processes between urban metabolism and morphology.
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Sustainable Design Studio 2014

The City of Tampere is experiencing a great regeneration boom. Several central areas are under redevelopment. The Hakametsä area is one of them. The ice hockey hall of Hakametsä and the surrounding commercial areas will be redeveloped in the near future. The identity and integrated sustainable urban solutions unifying the entire Hakametsä area is becoming a key issue.

The Sustainable Design Studio 2014 looked at the opportunities related to sustainable redevelopment of the new city district. In particular, the focus was in the intersection of Hervannan valtaväylä and Sammon valtatie. Currently this intersection divides the area in separate and isolated sections with very scattered street scape and difficult accessibility for light-traffic. The restructuring of the entire city structure could offer several opportunities for more sustainable city district in connection to the new tram line.

The task for the students had to two parts with different objectives and urban scales. The first part included a group work analysis on the Hakametsä area and designing a new urban strategy for a sustainable city district. The lack of overall scheme for the area motivated the students to look at the intersection area as the point for connecting the four sectors divided by Hervannan valtaväylä and Sammon valtatie.

The second individual part of the assignment consisted of designing additional floors to an existing residential building next to the Hakametsä ice hockey rink. The work aimed at creating appealing typological solutions for attractive in-fill architecture thus increasing the opportunities for densification of the 70s residential areas at large. The starting point for the design was the structural system developed in KORKO research project of the Tampere University of Technology. The research project delivered a concept for a prefabricated steel structure allowing fast and affordable assembly of prefabricated wooden housing modules. The objective of the course was to connect university education and research in a mutually benefiting way that is motivating for the students.

The results of the studio provided a comprehensive overview of different approaches to reshape the urban plan for more sustainable city structure. The need for the new character of Hervannan valtaväylä became evident. Should the road be a main artery focusing on delivering the traffic flows, or, is it part of integrated city structure potentially lowering the speeds of vehicles and calling for improved lighttraffic conditions? The students’ works opened up a number of alternative perspectives – including engineering studies on sustainability issues. The Hakametsä area is a great potential for sustainable urban densification within the proximity of the city center, yet with a unique character making it a distinct and identifiable place.
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What makes a Place? Claiming Spaces for Informal and Social Learning
How to redesign an under-used secondary space into a lively social and informal learning space? Here, three case studies are compared to shed light what spatial elements create a Place for learning. At many university premises informal learning spaces are often limited to libraries and social interactions to cafés. However, secondary spaces, such as halls and corridors, which are located in popular areas on campuses, have great potential when redesigned into novel social and informal learning spaces, which increases the efficiency of the spaces, too. The cases differ in design and development manners: two novel learning spaces created in a lobby, a renovation of a campus café and co-created learning spaces in an academic library. The cases offer practical implications and elements on how to create new learning spaces successfully. Common for all these cases is the positive feedback produced by a pleasant, uplifted environment. These realized cases suggest that relatively small, acupuncture-like changes to existing spaces can create a relatively big impact.
Jaetut tilat joustavan asumisen mahdollistajana

The changing lifestyles and ways of living, as well as demographic changes require flexibility in housing. This thesis deals with flexible housing that is enabled through the possibilities of shared spaces. Shared space is a common space shared by two or more dwellings, but which does not necessarily have to be used simultaneously. The potential that lies in shared spaces have not really taken into consideration on the field of study or practice. The research of flexible housing has mainly focused on private homes and their internal flexibility while the concept of sharing spaces hasn't very strongly come up. In realized projects these kind of spaces have been so far used mainly in housing that is designed only for special user groups. However, there are many various ways to benefit from the use of shared spaces. Therefore, the subject is worth looking into when studying flexible housing.

Flexible housing and its implementation methods are mapped by studying the related research literature. The base for the development of the concepts is formed by studying and analyzing the features and benefits of shared spaces. The formed menu of the features is a tool that can be used in flexible housing projects, that wish to take advantage of shared facilities. Five design concepts are formed by combining the features of shared spaces in various ways. For each concept a plan application will also be implemented. The flexibility of the designs is displayed with residential stories, that show the relation between the design and changes in people's life situations and needs. By means of design applications and residential stories it is proved that shared spaces are one way to achieve flexible housing and respond to people's changing needs and lifestyles.
A Deep Organic Re-reading of Alvar Aalto’s Design Approach
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Globally, a scientific conference that focuses specifically on architectural research is a rarity. Finland has been a pioneer in foregrounding architects' knowledge and their ways of knowing. The Annual Symposium of Architectural Research, organized by Aalto University, Tampere University of Technology, University of Oulu and the Finnish Association of Architects, has established itself as a key forum of knowledge exchange, debate and brainstorming. In August 2013, the 5th Symposium was organized in Tampere. The theme was "Architecture and Resilience", in Finnish "Notkea arkkitehtuuri". The Symposium was successful, bringing together 45 papers and presentations by scholars in architecture, urban design, planning and urban studies from around the world. This Proceedings Book presents a representative collection of the conference papers, peer-reviewed by the Scientific Committee. Its chapters mirror the tracks of the conference. When preparing the Symposium, we realized that the theme of resilience is very topical in architecture and urbanism. Clearly, the constantly changing urbanity warrants a revision of theories, methods, design applications and professional cultures. A systemic transition of our society and space is underway. Starting from these broad notions, we collectively engaged in multiple discussions to find out why resilience is important, how to study it, and what in our discourse is meant by "resilience" in the first place. The participants explored the current state of architecture and urbanism and their potential to shape the future. The complex and relational nature of this potential became evident. How should we tackle the complex, interlinked and inter-scalar social, spatial, natural and economic networks in constant flux? How to operationalize the links between architecture and the resilience of urban systems? What are the exemplary cases and projects? The papers by researchers and practitioners in architecture, urban design, planning, geography, social sciences, ecology and other fields approached these questions in various ways: from history to contemporary and future challenges, from the role of architects to urban evolution and permanence in change.
Children and youth transport in different urban morphological types

As demonstrated in many earlier studies, the qualities of physical environment have great impacts on physical activity behavior. However, studying individual built environmental variables often produces contradictory effects between studies. To overcome this, we composed multivariate environmental types using principal component analysis that take notice of the inter-correlations between the physical environmental variables. To get a realistic view of the places children and adolescents visit in their daily life, we used mapping methodology where children themselves defined their important places. Based on 16 built environmental variables, six built environmental types were composed around these places.

We found that walking and cycling was most prominent in residential environments and least common in (central) business districts. Commercial environments as well as green environments had the highest proportions of car use. Most places, in general, were visited with friends, but most typically, commercial environments and (central) business districts were reached in the company of friends. Relatively many places were visited alone in residential areas.
City of Boulevards or City of Malls? Urban Transport Infrastructure Retrofits Are Urban Landscape in Helsinki and Tampere
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The urbanization of Finland was based on suburbs of apartment buildings. Nearly half of the Finnish apartment houses were built in the 1960’s and 1970’s. These apartment houses were originally planned to be used only 30 years. 40 to 50 years time has passed and there are about half a million apartments like these in the need of different kind of technical repairs. Thus the moment of rehabilitation of the suburbs is now, at the latest. There lie possibilities in this large task of the built environment. As part of the international collaboration for mitigation of the climate change, Finland is committed to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions to a sustainable level. By 2050 80% is aimed to be cut off from the level of 1990’s. If suburbs are repaired to become even a little bit more energy-efficient and supportive to sustainable lifestyles, this action has meaning for these national aims merely due to the great amount of suburbs there are to be repaired. The culture of dwelling has changed in 40 years. We need different apartment sizes and types than before. The housing market is lacking many types of urban dwelling such as variations of detached houses in an urban environment. New housing types that are not available elsewhere can be developed in suburbs in pursuance of their renovation. Project ENTELKOR, i.e. "Energy efficient rehabilitation of suburbs of concrete element apartment buildings", has started to map these possibilities of suburb renewal by asking: What has not been explored so far? The search for new research subjects was combined to traditional long term research and development work. This gave birth to four themes: recycling, energy, ecosystem of the city and strategies.
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Verkosto kaupunkirakenteen analyysin ja suunnittelun välineenä

In international debate on urban planning and design during the past ten years, the predominant idea has been that cities have entered a new phase of transformation. This has meant both a qualitative and a quantitative change. The new urban form consists of multiple centralities, and its space–time relationships and the functional networks have become reorganised. In its traditional, clearly delineated form the city no longer exists; rather; we now have sprawling urban regions that are complex combinations of several overlapping and intersecting, multiple flows, networks and life–worlds. As cities change, the tools used in researching and designing them need to change. This thesis examines the possibilities and benefits of network-based approaches in the analysis and design of urban form. For twenty years, the network has been one of the central metaphors of scientific debate and a tool that has replaced the previous conceptual constructions of different disciplines that emphasised hierarchy and vertical relationships. This thesis attempts above all to find out the scope and possibilities of network thinking in the study of urban form and its transformation – and synthesise it in order to find out how the sociospatial dynamics of the new, poly-centric urban form can be grasped on the macromorphological level of the city. In order to develop further the network-based approach, the traditions of network thinking in various spatial disciplines have been combined into a unified, three-level topomorphological analysis framework. This combination synthesises both the morphological, geographical and sociotechnical network analysis models, and their detailed analysis methods. The analysis of urban form that traditionally only included the physical dimension, is expanded to include analysis of the sociospatial projects, flows and densities located in the town. The applicability of this analysis combination was tested in a case analysis on the City of Tampere during the cross-section years 1960, 1980 and 2000. Also, as a result of the Tampere case analysis, a unique Finnish metapolisation process is sketched, showing that, in spite of the expansion of the physical structure, the overall structure is still quite mono-centric. New centralities are definitely born, but almost exclusively due to the change in the scale and the location of retail units. It is evident, in turn, that this location change is based on a scalar jump in the road network and on a preference for locations at the nodes with the best accessibility. The discussion of the case analysis shows that the network concept is well suited to analysing the complex urban form of city regions and to examining the changes in their structure. The network is not only a tool that appropriately simplifies the analysis of complex entities, but also a flexible tool for analysing the various levels of sociospatial processes, such as the functional nodalities and transaction processes in towns. Moreover, the network concept also appears to open up new prospects for the strategies and tactics in urban planning and design. The thesis is concluded by a proposal that combines different examples of strategies and tactics, with the aim of creating new innovations at the nodes and interfaces of the network of urban structure, in order to promote structural integration and thus increase the multiple usability of cities.
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Becoming metapolis - A configurational approach
Becoming Metapolis develops the argument that the modern city is a highly diverse and heterogeneous structure, something beyond the traditional idea of the monocentric structures that were developed during the industrial revolution and before. In essence, the modern city is polycentric to the point where its diversity needs to be recognised in the variety of its parts and the structure of its whole. In this sense, the modern city is ‘beyond the polis’ - which indeed the term ‘metapolis’ suggests. To make sense of such structures, the concept of accessibility is developed at many levels, and it is argued that the ideas of space syntax, with its focus on defining the city across many levels in terms of its patterns of influence through the depth of its networks, is a powerful way of describing and perhaps even explaining the diversity that is the metapolis.
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